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Christmas. It happens every year, and the temptation is to fly through the routine, to attend the events, to
let the rush take over and miss the opportunity. So this year, make this your invitation to slow down, sit in
the moment, and savor the miracle of the Christmas story. Our team wrote this daily devotional to walk day
by day, verse by verse, through the reason we continue to celebrate. Join us as we remember the birth of
our savior, our shepherd, and our king: Jesus.
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LUKE 1:26-27
In the sixth month of Elizabeth’s pregnancy, God sent the angel Gabriel to Nazareth, a town in
Galilee, to a virgin pledged to be married to a man named Joseph, a descendant of David. The virgin’s
name was Mary.
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When I read this verse, I imagine a movie that starts with a view of Earth from space. Slowly
the camera zooms in on a specific part of the world, the Mediterranean Sea comes into view,
then the Sea of Galilee, then the town of Nazareth, where we’re introduced to all our main
characters. It’s important to look beneath the surface of these verses and understand that they
are not just introducing context and characters. These verses communicate something
profound to us as we begin our exploration of the Christmas story: divine intention. 

God has his eye on the world and is seizing a specific moment with specific people for a
specific purpose. There is absolutely no coincidence or happenstance in this story; it is marked
by God intentionally bringing the right people together in the right place so that he can reveal
his plan of salvation.  

As we delve into the Christmas narrative, I want to encourage you to pay attention to how
God uses people and situations exactly as he intends for his glory and our good. Reflect on
what God might be trying to reveal to us through his methods. What makes us think the way
God works today would be any different? Just as God worked through chosen people for a
beautiful purpose over 2,000 years ago, he continues to work in you, “a chosen people… God’s
special possession, that you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness
into his wonderful light.” (1 Peter 2:9) How can you see yourself as a chosen character in the
story God is writing? What purpose do you believe God has given you to declare his praises
and call others into his wonderful light?

PRAYER:
Dear God, we declare your
praise by acknowledging how
intentionally and perfectly you
ordained the arrival of Jesus. We
pray that you would help us to
be more attentive to how you
are working around us to
accomplish your plan of
salvation and redemption, even
when it’s not what we’d expect.
Give us the grace and strength
to join your plan with faith and
joy. Amen. 

LUKE 1:28
The angel went to her and said, ‘Greetings, 
you who are highly favored! The Lord is with you.’02

I imagine if any of us were in this situation that Mary is in, we’d be wondering if we were either losing
our minds or the victim of some kind of trick. Is someone trying to manipulate Mary here? There is a
principle of persuasion in social psychology that states that when you compliment or flatter someone
before asking something of them, they are more likely to say yes. Is that what’s happening here? Is
Mary being prepped for some big request, or is someone trying to take advantage of her?  

We’ll see that Gabriel doesn’t have a request for Mary but rather a declaration, and he isn’t offering
flattery here but rather honest affirmation of how her heavenly Father views Mary. Here’s what’s
beautiful, and especially encouraging to all of us, about this greeting for Mary: Mary hadn’t
accomplished anything yet in her life. She hadn’t started a business or risen through the ranks of social
influence. She hadn’t completed graduate or doctoral degrees. She hadn’t saved lives in acts of heroism.
She wasn’t on anyone’s 30 under 30 list. The basis for this lofty and gushing greeting is built entirely on
Mary’s heart before God. The qualification for Mary being highly favored is actually found in the
second phrase of this greeting, that the Lord is with her. In order for the Lord to be with her, Mary
would have had to have been living before God with a humility that acknowledges who God is, a purity
that worships him alone, and an openness to the power and direction of his presence. The criteria for
favor before God is not in what you’ve done but in how you’re seeking him.  

You may not receive a visit from Gabriel, but I assure you that if you seek God with the kind of posture
and heart that Mary had you will experience the favor and presence of the Lord in a way that offers
you peace and security before him. How are you seeking God’s favor and presence this advent season?  

PRAYER:
Dear God, help us to
see how gracious you
are; remind us each day
that what you want
from us is being with
you, not doing for you.
May we experience
your favor because we
are living in your
presence, aware of your
love and care for us and
those around us on a
daily basis. Amen. 



LUKE 1:29
Mary was greatly troubled at his words and wondered what kind of greeting this might be.03

At first glance, it might be confusing why Mary was troubled by this greeting. But she’s told by
an angel sent from God that she is highly favored and that the Lord is with her. Isn’t that
fantastic news? Shouldn’t she be delighted to hear this? I’m sure that any one of us would be
thrilled to hear from an angel that this is how God feels about us, especially if you struggle at
times with your security or assurance in your relationship with God.  

It turns out that’s precisely the reason Mary was so shocked and troubled by this news. Her
mind is opened to a new idea regarding how God sees her and values her. In that day and age,
she was on the lowest rung of the social and spiritual ladder, and there is nothing in her
experience that would have made her feel like she had any value to God or that he would even
be aware of her. Suddenly she’s confronted with the truth that God not only sees her, but she
is highly favored in his sight, and he is with her! This puts her on equal footing with the priests
and religious leaders of her day. The inconceivable is being laid out before her as fact. Perhaps
most troubling for Mary is that this implies that God can and will use her life for his glory, that
she can be part of God’s plan and work.  

As troubling as it may be, the angel Gabriel gave Mary a fantastic gift. He is obliterating her
insecurities to wake her up to the fact that God sees her and desires to work in and through
her to transform the world. So, where are your insecurities holding you back from knowing
how God truly sees you as favored, loved, and desired? What promises from God do you need
to hear and remember to counter any lies or insecurities pestering you? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, as you did for Mary,
please remind us that your eyes
are on us, not to judge us or
condemn us, but because you
love us and care for us. You
desire that we would know how
near you are to us and that if we
surrender our hearts to you, you
will show us your promise again
that we can live in your favor
and grace. Help us to identify
where lies and insecurity is
holding us back from hearing
your truth and believing that
what you say about us is more
important. Amen.

LUKE 1:30
But the angel said to her, ‘Do not be afraid, Mary; you have found favor with God.’04

Fear can be so crippling. Imagine all of the steps that were not taken, the experiences not lived, the
conversations not had because fear posed what seemed like an insurmountable obstacle. Maybe you
can think of specific examples from your own life. The greatest loss due to fear, though, comes when
we run away from God’s will and hopes for us. Entertain this thought with me for a moment: the
Creator of the universe loves you, loves the world around you, and can bring those two loves together
by growing you into the whole person he desires you to be so that you might be an instrument of his
love in the world.  

I can’t help but marvel at how ingenious God is that he plans for the multiplication of his love by
allowing us to be an extension of his love for others. Not only does this grow others’ experience of
God’s love, but it grows our own experience of God’s love! This is what God was preparing Mary for, to
be an instrument of his love for the world by mothering Jesus, his son and the Savior of the world. He
wanted to reveal the depth of his love for the world through her, and right off the bat, fear is trying to
take hold in Mary’s heart to inhibit God’s plan. However, knowing God’s heart so well, Gabriel is armed
with the antidote. Gabriel immediately points Mary to where her confidence needs to be: in the favor
of God. It reminds me of 1 John 4:18, “There is no fear in love, but perfect love drives out fear.” We
should heed Gabriel’s encouragement to Mary and remember for ourselves as well that when it comes
to following God’s will and plan, we can trust that he is both fully sovereign and fully loving. What then
should we fear? The only thing we should be afraid of is missing out on the beautiful and thrilling plan
that God has for each of us in sharing his love. What fears are holding you back? How are those fears
out of step with who God is and how he’s equipped you? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, we all need a
reminder of how great
and unfailing your love
is for us, especially
when we are feeling the
grip of fear. May we
keep our minds fixed on
the purpose you’ve
given us and how
you’ve equipped us in
your love so that all our
fears are cast away.
Amen.   



LUKE 1:31
You will conceive and give birth to a son, and you are to call him Jesus. 05

There’s something we need to understand about Jesus that is illustrated in this announcement
to Mary. Here it is: The coming of Jesus turned the world upside down. Jesus would leave the
world a different place from how he found it when he came. But first, he turned Mary’s world
upside down. Her world had to be upended by what society would deem an illicit and
illegitimate pregnancy but in reality was the growing of eternal life inside of her.  

Now our instinct might be to say, “Unfortunate for Mary…” but we’ll see later that Mary
herself doesn’t see it this way. Even though she was sure to become the recipient of others’
scorn and ridicule, we see in her own words that Mary understands that all generations will call
her blessed. You see, Mary believed in a reality bigger than her limited experience of the
world. She believed in the reality of God’s plan and purposes. As some might say, she was
playing the long game. She would let her life be wrecked by God’s purposes so that she might
truly experience the joy of a life entrusted to him rather than be satisfied for a moment only to
have her life eventually wrecked by the disappointments of this world.  

This begs the question, has your life been upended by Jesus? Just as Jesus didn’t leave the
world the same as when he entered it, it’s impossible for hearts to remain the same after a true
experience of his love and grace. Just as Jesus walked the earth leaving the evidence of his
healing, hope, and truth, how can you let him enter the space of your heart this Advent to
cultivate the evidence of redemption and eternal life? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, I confess how easily I
get attached to the convenient
and the comfortable. I pray for
the strength and courage to let
go of the things that are a
distraction or a deterrent from
your plan for my life. Even if I
face resistance or risk, I pray
that I would be obedient to
what you desire for me, that I
might experience the peace and
joy of trusting you and being
amazed by what only you can
do. Amen.

LUKE 1:32-33
He will be great and will be called the Son of the Most High. 
The Lord God will give him the throne of his father David, and he will reign over Jacob’s descendants
forever; his kingdom will never end. 
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I don’t believe it was an accident that Jesus was born into an age ruled by one of the most
powerful emperors the world has ever known. Caesar Augustus was great in every sense of
the word. He conquered vast stretches of land, bringing many nations under his rule. He
formed strategic and timely alliances, solidifying his power without even having to use force.
He ushered in the “Pax Romana,” (literally translated “Roman Peace”) a 200-year span
marked by peace and prosperity for Rome. If there was ever an earthly leader who could
make claims to being a king of kings, a prince of peace, the father of a lasting kingdom, it was
perhaps Caesar Augustus. Augustus even means “majestic” or “exalted.”  

How poignant is it that Jesus was born into the middle of the reign of the best counterfeit
king the world could offer? It makes this declaration about Jesus’ identity that much more
powerful. When the world thought it was looking at the best version of a king, Gabriel
announces the birth of Jesus and pronounces the beginning of a truly eternal kingdom. In the
grand scheme of things, Caesar Augustus was dethroned by the arrival of a baby in
swaddling clothes.  

Jesus came to take on the heavyweights, and in so doing, reveal that there is no power or
ruler on this earth that can stand against the kingdom he established. Caesar Augustus died.
The Pax Romana ended. Jesus Christ lives. The new heaven and new earth will have no end.
Merry Christmas, Caesar Augustus.  

PRAYER:
Dear God, when we get
discouraged by the heavyweights
in our lives, the oppressors, the
disappointments, the losses, may
we remember that you have
ultimately conquered all that
would seek to discourage and
destroy us. When the world
tempts us to see Jesus as nothing
more than a gentle, babbling baby,
may we remember that he is the
conquering King of Kings and the
one we will worship with joy and
adoration for all of our eternal
lives. Let it be. Amen.



LUKE 1:34-37
‘How will this be,’ Mary asked the angel, ‘since I am a virgin?’ The angel answered, 
‘The Holy Spirit will come on you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you. 
So the holy one to be born will be called the Son of God. Even Elizabeth your relative is 
going to have a child in her old age, and she who was said to be unable to conceive is in her 
sixth month. For no word from God will ever fail.’ 
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Many of us have become so familiar with the natural order of the world that we forget it was created
supernaturally by the word of God. To be fair, the natural order of the world is impressive. Once creation
was complete, God himself declared that it was good. It is orderly, functional, and beautiful. We should
trust and appreciate the natural working of the world. However, we shouldn’t let our confidence in the
natural limit our understanding of the supernatural. Our Creator God can still break into the natural realm
with his creative power and work.  

How could a virgin be with child? How could a barren woman become pregnant? The answer is the same
as the answer to the question of how the world and all life came into existence: the word of God. Yet
there is something unique about this Advent moment, particularly in the creative work happening in
Mary’s womb. It is not just the word of God bringing something into existence, it is the Word of God
itself existing in incarnate form. The gospel of John begins with this revelation, “The Word was with God,
and the Word was God… The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us.” (John 1:1, 14) What
this means is that the Word, integral to God’s creation of the world, has entered the story of his own
creation to rewrite and re-right the wrongs of human sin and destruction. With the same creative power,
the Word’s very words bring calm to storms, strength to lame limbs, sight to clouded eyes, life to
decaying tombs, and freedom to captive souls. Praise be to God that no word from God will ever fail! 

He who brought the world into being through his word has re-created the world through The Word,
Jesus Christ. What re-creation are you longing for in your life or the lives of your loved ones this Advent?
Do you believe the Word can speak life again into the barren places of your own heart and soul? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, the
darkness and
barrenness of our
world and our own
hearts often blinds us
to the creative power
you still hold. Revive
our faith, Lord, that
we would ask for your
eternal and unfailing
word to bring
redemption and re-
creation. Amen.

NOTES



LUKE 1:38
‘I am the Lord’s servant,’ Mary answered. ‘May your word to me be fulfilled.’
Then the angel left her. 08

We just spent a week reflecting on this interaction between Gabriel and
Mary. It is valuable to slow down to appreciate and unpack each line, but by
slowing down, we potentially miss the rollercoaster of emotions that is
packed into this short encounter. Take a minute to read Luke 1:26-38 straight
through (it literally takes one minute to read) and try to imagine the flood of
feelings and questions that must be resounding within Mary’s head and heart.
It is when we consider the justifiable emotional maelstrom that her final
response is all the more striking. As she ends the conversation she is not
panicked. She is not angry. She is not overwhelmed. She is calmly confident
and steadfast.  

Earlier in this same chapter in Luke, Gabriel appears to Zechariah, an
experienced priest in the Lord’s temple, to announce to him that his barren
wife Elizabeth will give birth to a son, John the Baptist. At the end of that
conversation, Zechariah is confused and skeptical, and he loses his speech for
a time due to his lack of belief. Now compare that to Mary, who was not a
priest and had nowhere near the knowledge of God and his Scriptures that
Zechariah had. Confused and skeptical vs. confident and steadfast. Zechariah
leaves the conversation mute while Mary leaves, as we’ll see in tomorrow’s
reading, reciting beautiful verses of praise to God. 

The difference maker here is Mary’s understanding of God, not in a head-
knowledge or book smarts way as Zechariah had, but in a deep-rooted trust
of his goodness and greatness. In humility and dependence, Mary believes
that God can do what he says and will do what he says. It is this kind of trust
that will empower ongoing confidence and steadfastness even after the angel
leaves. Where in your life are you letting your thinking and head-knowledge
get in the way of your believing and heart-understanding? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, I pray that
you would make me
aware of areas of my
life where I’ve
stopped trusting you
and believing in what
you’ve said. Give me
a spirit of humility
before you, that I
might recognize and
appreciate how great
you are but also trust
your goodness so
that I find joy and
fulfillment in being
your servant. Amen.

NOTES



LUKE 1:39-56
‘At that time Mary got ready and hurried to a town in the hill country of Judea, where she entered
Zechariah’s home and greeted Elizabeth. When Elizabeth heard Mary’s greeting, the baby leaped in
her womb, and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit. In a loud voice she exclaimed: ‘Blessed are
you among women, and blessed is the child you will bear! But why am I so favored, that the mother
of my Lord should come to me? As soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in
my womb leaped for joy. Blessed is she who has believed that the Lord would fulfill his promises to
her!’ And Mary said: 
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My soul glorifies the Lord 
  and my spirit rejoices in God my Savior, 
for he has been mindful 
  of the humble state of his servant. 
From now on all generations will call me
blessed, 
  for the Mighty One has done great things
for me
 holy is his name. 
His mercy extends to those who fear him, 
  from generation to generation. 
He has performed mighty deeds with his arm; 

he has scattered those who are proud in their
inmost thoughts. 
He has brought down rulers from their
thrones 
  but has lifted up the humble. 
He has filled the hungry with good things 
  but has sent the rich away empty. 
He has helped his servant Israel, 
  remembering to be merciful 
to Abraham and his descendants forever, 
  just as he promised our ancestors.”

Blessed…favor…joy…rejoicing…are you picking up on a theme here? For most people in the Christmas
story, the “good news that will cause great joy” (Luke 2:10) doesn’t arrive until after Jesus is born, but
these two faithful women, Elizabeth and Mary, are the first to experience the overflowing and contagious
joy that comes with knowing the long-awaited Savior has arrived. 

But there is a key ingredient that produces this joy. Did you pick up on what it is? Belief! Elizabeth
expresses this belief when she refers to the baby in Mary’s womb as “my Lord.” Mary is recognized as
blessed because of her belief in God’s words and promises. It may seem obvious, but belief in who Jesus is
and what he came to do has to be the precursor to the joy of salvation. If we don’t believe in him, then
what salvation do we have to be joyful for?  

While it seems obvious enough that belief leads to joy, the reality is many of us live in a way that flips the
important order of belief and joy. We subtly slip into a way of thinking and acting that suggests we’ll fully
believe once Jesus has proven himself to us by meeting our needs, answering our prayers, or giving us
peace and joy on our terms. Simply put, this approach consists of God giving us the joy we want in order
to earn our belief in him. Since we’re in the Christmas season, I’ll point out that if that’s what you are
looking for in a god, then Santa Clause is who you are really putting your hope in. Sadly, this falls woefully
short of true joy because it completely misses the real object of our joy. 

Look closely at the second line of Mary’s song, “my spirit rejoices in God my Savior.” Mary’s joy does not
come from momentary satisfaction but rather eternal salvation. Think of it this way, if you are floundering
out at sea and you have to choose between a sinking cruise ship or a reliable lifeboat, which would you
choose? One offers you the pleasures of all-inclusive luxury, but only for a limited time before you are
drowning again. The other offers you a solution to your drowning, a rescue from the waves, and safe
passage to a firm place to stand. This Advent, along with Elizabeth and Mary, let’s celebrate the joy of
eternal life rather than a life of ending joys. 

PRAYER:
Dear God, as David
prayed in Psalm 51,
restore to me the joy
of your salvation.
May I find true
contentment and
joy in knowing you
rather than serving
myself. Open my
eyes to see how you
are working in me
and around me so
that I would be filled
with praise for you
in the same way
Mary was. Amen.



LUKE 2:1-3
In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census should be taken of the entire Roman
world. (This was the first census that took place while Quirinius was governor of Syria.) And
everyone went to their own town to register.
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We all have authorities in our lives. Some are worthy of those positions, some are not. But
everyone reports to someone. This has always been the case, and even leading up to the
birth of Jesus, a man in authority issued a decree that millions of people obeyed. Caesar
Augustus wanted everyone to be counted in a census. This census meant many things for
people in the empire, and most were bad. They’d have to pay more in taxes, and the
empire would exert more control. And yet, Jesus’ parents obeyed. However, Jesus’
parents would later disobey and escape an awful decree of Herod seeking to kill all boys
under two. 

You see, God allows authorities to exist in our lives. Sometimes these leaders or
institutions are a reflection of the ways God is the final authority over everything in
creation and we are called to submit. In other ways, these authorities fall short and are
contrasted with the rule of God and sometimes we are called to oppose these authorities.
But in both cases, they point us to God. 

What authorities are in place for you? Do you respect their position, or do you resent it?
In what ways do the authorities in your life reflect the way God is the highest authority? In
what ways do they fail to reflect the way God leads? And now the hard question: How
does God want you to respond to these authorities?

PRAYER:
Dear God, today I acknowledge you
as an authority in my life. Thank you
that regardless of who has “power”
in my life, you are ultimately the one
I report to. Help me be grateful for
the ways people that lead in my life
reflect your leadership. I also ask
that you give me wisdom and
discernment to know how to
respond to bad leadership. Fill me
with your Holy Spirit and guide me
every step of the way. In Jesus’
name I pray, amen.

LUKE 2:4-5
So Joseph also went up from the town of Nazareth in Galilee to 
Judea, to Bethlehem the town of David, because he belonged to the house and line of David. He
went there to register with Mary, who was pledged to be married to him and was expecting a child.
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Do you ever feel like things have gone so poorly that God couldn’t possibly get you back
on track? That certainly must have been how many of the Jews in the 1st century felt.
Even if they held out hope that God would someday come through, the fact was they
were God’s people living in the land God had given them and yet, they had not heard
God speak in 400 years and their land had been conquered by the Romans. 

But tucked away in their Scriptures, God had promised that his Answer would come from
a small town known as The House of Bread, or Bethlehem. This king would be a
descendant of their greatest king, David. And on a quiet morning, when no one was
looking, that’s exactly what happened. 

Are you afraid that God can’t clean up the messes in your life or in our world? In what
ways are you counting on God to come through? Don’t forget that God often works in
ways we least expect and shows up when we think that our circumstances are beyond
hope. When things are outside of our control (which is most things) we can either try to
take control or we can find peace and confidence in the fact that God will somehow,
someway work all things together for our good.

PRAYER:
Dear God, I ask for you to give me
eyes that see beyond my
circumstances. Help me remember
that more is going on than what I
see. Today I remember that you are
faithful and no matter how dire my
situation may seem, I trust that you
are leading me to better days ahead.
I pray these things in Jesus’ name,
amen.



LUKE 2:6
While they were there, the time came for 
the baby to be born… 12

The Christmas story is all about the glorious coming of Jesus, God’s Messiah. Except it actually
wasn’t glorious. It was rushed, inconvenient, and stressful. Sometimes we can glamorize the
story with our decorations and nativity petting zoos. But Joseph had to make a long journey to
his birthplace with his very pregnant wife. He surely thought to himself, “Please, not here,
don’t give birth here, they don’t even have a place for us to stay.” So what happened? Mary
went into labor. “The time came.” Not by any choice of their own and certainly not the way
one would expect God’s son to be born. And yet, the time came anyway.

We often tend to think that the right time is the most convenient time or the most
comfortable time. But over and over we see God operating with a totally different set of plans.
What seems good to us often is not what God does. And what seems bad to us is often what
God does. When these realities clash, we are forced to choose: Will we trust God’s timing and
the circumstances he allows or not? Certainly there are areas in your life that, if you were God,
you would handle differently. You can let this become a point of tension, a frustration that you
have with God. Or this can be a situation that cultivates the belief that God actually has a
better plan and even what might not seem good to us will lead to something better.

PRAYER:
Dear God, today I acknowledge
the fact that our timelines often
do not line up. I confess that this
often leads to frustration or
disappointment, but I ask that
you give me two things. First,
give me patience. Allow me to
find a peace and confidence
that you are never late, despite
what I may feel. Second, fill me
with trust that while your plan
may not match mine, yours is
ultimately better. I pray this in
Jesus’ name, amen.

LUKE 2:7
and she gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a manger,
because there was no guest room available for them.13

Imagine you have invited someone over for dinner. You make the food, you clean the house,
and you set the table. How absurd would it be to do all of this and forget to make sure a chair is
saved for your honored guest?

The climactic moment of the Christmas story has come. Jesus, God in the flesh, has been born.
For hundreds of years, the prophets of old pointed forward to a day when the faithfulness of
God would be realized. “Save a seat!”, they would say. A savior would come to bring about the
redemption of all things. And yet this honored guest that all of creation had been waiting for
came to a town (or a world) that did not save him a seat. Jesus’ birth took the world by surprise
and therefore He was born in a barn and placed in an animal’s feeding trough.

In this Advent season, we must ask ourselves this question: Am I more prepared than those first
witnesses? Have I saved a seat? For many of us, we are so consumed with the things of this
world and are more wrapped up in ourselves than we’d like to admit. But what would it take for
you to pause even now, and create a space for Jesus to see Him as the long-awaited savior of
the world?

PRAYER:
Dear God, thank you for sending
Jesus. I see the ways I can easily
be distracted by the things of
this world. Help me slow down,
zoom out, and increasingly
become a person that has
margin to see the ways that you
are at work. This Christmas, help
me grasp the incredible reality
that we celebrate the coming of
the Messiah, the one to bring us
back to God.



LUKE 2:8
And there were shepherds living out in the fields nearby, keeping watch over their flocks at night.14

It’s possible for God to do something amazing and for you to miss it. Many of us want God
to show up, but do we have our eyes open? Near where Jesus was born, there were some
shepherds working the night shift. While most other people would have been fast asleep,
these shepherds were awake and alert. 

Now, shepherds were the outcasts of society; the bottom rung of the Roman ladder. They
spent time with smelly animals, and they were poor. But despite the fact that they
seemingly did not have prestige, these were the candidates to whom God would
announce the birth of Jesus. What was at least one of the qualifications? They were
“keeping watch.”

How about you? Are you walking through life, running from one place to the next, with a
posture of being reactive rather than intentional? Are you only seeing the things at the
surface level? Or are you like the shepherds, awake and alert. 

Allow yourself to see the ways that God is at work in and around you. Give yourself space
and time to see the hand of God beneath the things that happen. And never forget, one of
the qualifications to be a part of what God is doing is to simply have your eyes open.

PRAYER:
Dear God, I believe that you are
working in ways that I cannot see.
The holidays can be an especially
busy time. This is ironic because
those at that first Christmas also
were extremely busy and many
missed what you did. Help me be
different. I pray that I would be able
to slow down and keep watch,
adopting a posture of being
attentive to see your hand around
me. In Jesus’ name, amen.

LUKE 2:9a
An angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the 
glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were terrified.15

Imagine God hired you as the Director of Promotion for the birth of Jesus. Your job is to
get the word out. Where would you start? Who would you tell? 

When we think in these terms, it reveals how wild it is that the first people to hear the
announcement of Jesus’ birth was the shepherds. Remember the shepherds were
considered outcasts and held little social clout. But this makes it all the more significant
that this message was given to THEM. You see, the birth of Jesus meant that God had
finally come to bring justice, to flip the tables (literally and figuratively), and help the
hurting. The very thing that the world saw as a disqualifier was the very thing that God
was attracted to.

So how about you? Some of us have things about us that are easily seen by others that
make us feel inferior. Others of us have internal insecurities that we feel make us
unworthy. Let’s not for a moment believe that the scorecard the world uses is the same
standard that God uses. God is often revealed as the one who gives strength to the weak,
power to the powerless, and advocates for the voiceless. This Christmas remember this
incredible reality: The birth of Jesus was first announced to those the world had rejected.

PRAYER:
Dear God, forgive me for the ways in
which I long for approval from the
world. Thank you for the reminder
that in the same way that the
shepherds were chosen, you
continue to choose those the world
rejects. Help me be one who accepts
your approval regardless of what
others think. Create in me a posture
that views others the same way, a
posture that loves those that seem
unlovable. In Jesus’ name, amen.



LUKE 2:9b
An angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the 
glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were terrified16

It’s easy to sensationalize the interactions that biblical characters have with God. Have you
ever found yourself wishing you could hear that booming voice or see something otherworldly
with your own eyes? Well the Bible tells us that there is basically only one response people
have when they encounter the divine: utter terror. And the same is true when God’s
messengers, the angels, appear to the shepherds. “They were terrified.”

So often our mental pictures of God and angels are so tame that they fail to cultivate the true
awe we should have. In fact, the author of Proverbs says the fear of the Lord is the beginning
of all wisdom. This Christmas, allow yourself to feel the gravity of what happened 2,000 years
ago. But also experience the fear that comes with this important realization: we follow a God
whose might is immeasurable; his angels shine with brilliant light that fill viewers with terror. If
their tidings are not good, we would be in trouble. These are not cute beings that look nice on
a shelf. Their power is on another level and our only hope is that by some chance, their
intentions toward us are good… 

And yet, on this Christmas, this is exactly what we remember. That God sent His son to us,
despite us. Rather than removing the breath of life from us, which He absolutely could, God
chose to continue His tireless work of redemption. 

PRAYER:
Dear God, I pray that this
Christmas I would cultivate a
healthy posture of awe and fear
of you. Not a fear that drives me
away from you, but one that
allows me to be in a state of
dependance on you. Reveal to
me the depth and breadth of
your power and might and may
that bring me to worship the
God of the universe. I ask this is
Jesus’ name, amen.

LUKE 2:10
But the angel said to them, ‘Do not be afraid. I bring you good news that will cause great joy for all
the people.’17

Yesterday we reflected on the fear the shepherds felt when they saw the angel. But the angel
immediately calms the shepherds down. To do this, the angel says three things: (1) Why I’m
here, (2) what this will do, and (3) who this is for. Let’s take each of these one at a time.

First, this angel has come bringing “good news.” This word comes from the Greek word
euangelion or “gospel.” The angel is declaring that God, in all His wisdom, has chosen to execute
His plan now to send His son to defeat sin and death, healing His broken creation. Second,
understandably, this will cause great joy. The people had hoped that God hadn’t given up on
them. But now they could know it. The birth of Jesus would set in motion a new day where
God’s kingdom was invading ours with sacrificial love.

Third, this joy is offered to all people. Not the elite, not the religious, not the privileged. All
people. And, lest we forget, this message was given to the shepherds. If the shepherds get to
hear it, so does everyone else, and so do you. When is the last time that you really felt that the
Christmas story began the story of good news God was telling? How does that story intersect
with your story? Does that create joy for you? It should. And finally, don’t for a moment think
this is not relevant or excludes you. This message is for all people.

PRAYER:
Dear God, thank you for the
angel’s proclamation to the
shepherds on that first Christmas.
It was good news for them, but it
is also good news for us today.
Sometimes I don’t feel joy
because I see the brokenness that
still exists in our world. Cultivate
joy in me that shines despite
circumstances because you are at
work, bringing healing where it is
needed.



LUKE 2:11
Today in the town of David a Savior has been born to you; he is the Messiah, 
the Lord. 18

What was Jesus’ last name? Well one thing’s for sure, it wasn’t Christ! As in, Jesus Christ. The
word christ is the Greek rendering of the Hebrew word for messiah; they mean the same
thing. But what is a christ/messiah? 

Well the truth is that there were many messiahs. Messiah literally means “anointed one” and
was used to describe the kings of Israel. However, when the people of Israel were defeated
and the line of kings ended, the prophets said that a day was coming when another king, a
better king, a final king was coming. So while there were “messiahs” before, not like this. This
final messiah would be the one to establish God’s kingdom, defeat evil, and bring shalom.

Back to the angels and their message. They tell the shepherds that this messiah that everyone
for hundreds of years had been waiting for had finally come. Many titles are attached to Jesus,
and notably, Jesus’ actual name isn’t mentioned. First, he is one that comes from the town of
David, i.e., Bethlehem. In other words, he’s a descendant of David, Israel’s greatest king. The
baby boy will be a Savior. Certainly, this includes bringing us into a restored relationship with
God. But we also need to be saved from one another and from ourselves. And then the angel
directly labels this baby as the Messiah. There can be no doubt, this is God’s Answer at long
last. The final label given to this baby is Lord. You see it is not enough to acknowledge Jesus
as your Savior without accepting Him as your Lord. This means that He’s your boss, your
leader, your king. How can you receive Jesus as He truly is, with His four titles? Jesus is the
descended one from David, the Savior, the Messiah, the Lord.

PRAYER:
Dear God, the most relevant
prayer to pray during
Christmastime is to thank you
for sending Jesus. In the fullness
of time, He came to be the
world’s messiah. And now,
2,000 years later, we still follow
Him awaiting His return. Help
me live a life that reflects the
reality that He has come and
will come again. In Jesus’ name,
amen.

LUKE 2:12
This will be a sign to you: You will find a baby 
wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger.19

Have you ever asked God for a sign? As I read through stories of God’s people in the Bible, of all the
miraculous signs and wonders they witnessed, I often can’t help but wish God would send such signs
my way, especially when I’m tired of waiting for a resolution to difficult circumstances.

But a baby isn’t the sign I would look for. In fact, the angel announcing that the sign of the savior’s
coming was a baby feels far less powerful in some ways than a burning bush or the creation of a
rainbow. And yet, it’s in this verse, this sign, that I think we find not the miracle we wanted, but the
miracle we needed.

In this baby, we find a God who humbled himself. Jesus did not come to position himself above us,
or to be the most magnificent in appearance, but to dwell with us. He took the form of a helpless
infant, a human prone to the full breadth of human experiences, and one whose first breaths came
in a stable alongside smells and germs modern hospitals would never allow in the vicinity of an
infant.

Human. Helpless. Humble. This is the form of God’s sign, God’s own son among us. There were no
decorations, no spectacular Christmas service, nothing to indicate the glory and honor due the being
in Bethlehem. And yet, how often does God continue to meet us in the same way, in the small, quiet,
seemingly unremarkable moments in our circumstances when we’re willing to let go of our
expectations to trust in God’s continued faithfulness. When do you find yourself looking for signs?
What could it mean for your life that the very humble, human Jesus as a baby was the ultimate sign
of the coming of the savior?

PRAYER:
Dear God, thank you for
today’s reminder that Jesus
came to us not as people
might have expected, on a
human throne as a great king,
but in the humble form of a
baby. Thank you for a savior
who knows what it means to
be human, to experience the
life we live. And when I wish
for a sign, may I be reminded
of the sign of Emmanuel, God
with us, as a baby. Amen.



NOTES

LUKE 2:13-14
Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host appeared with the 
angel, praising God and saying, “Glory to God in the highest heaven, 
and on earth peace to those on whom his favor rests.” 

20
Shalom does indeed mean peace, but also so much more. And on that first Christmas day,
angels appeared proclaiming glory to God and declared peace had come to the world. Glory
and peace. Glory is a bit hard to define. It is fame or honor given to someone that has
accomplished something remarkable. It is the appropriate response of awe and gratitude for
what someone has done. And the angels say in response to God sending Jesus, “Glory to God.”
In other words, because of this incredible miracle of the infinite becoming finite, because of
this act of redemption, our appropriate response is honor and awe.

But the angels also come saying that because of Jesus’ birth, peace was invading this world.
This peace meant that our many broken relationships were going to be healed. We could be in
a restored relationship with our heavenly Father, the conflict between people could be
mended, there was hope for humanity to restore their status as good stewards of this world,
and even the storms within us could be calmed. 

Glory and peace.

This Christmas, allow yourself to say (and feel) these words. What would it look like for you to
catch a glimpse of the incredible work God has done and respond appropriately by giving Him
glory? How can you receive the peace Jesus brings in part now and long for the fullness of the
peace He promises to bring when He comes again?

PRAYER:
Dear God, today I join the angels
in saying those two words: glory
and peace. Although I cannot
fully grasp the miracle of God
becoming human, I am grateful
nonetheless. Thank you for this
incredible work of redemption
that simply would not be
possible without You. I also ask
for peace, the peace that only
You can offer. Heal the
brokenness that exists in our
world, our relationships, and
ultimately bring us back to You.
In Jesus’ name, amen.



LUKE 2:15-16
When the angels had left them and gone into heaven, the shepherds said to one another, ‘Let’s go to
Bethlehem and see this thing that has happened, which the Lord has told us about.’ So they hurried
off and found Mary and Joseph, and the baby, who was lying in the manger.

21
You ever feel like there are more things on the to-do list than there is time to do it all? Who are we
kidding, it’s Christmastime! Of course we feel like that! And when we’re in that position, we have to
play the priority game. And there are two ways to play the priority game.

The right way to play is to ask the question, “What are the most important things I should spending
my time on?” But the way most of us play is by responding to whatever is shouting for our attention
the loudest, the squeakiest wheel, if you will. Some describe this as the tyranny of the urgent.

But notice how different the shepherds respond when they are told of the birth of Jesus. They
literally were working their job, and their primary calling was to care for their flock. And what did
they do? “They hurried off.” They left the thing right in front of them for the thing that was most
important. It’s not unlike when the disciples (who were fishermen) dropped their nets to follow Jesus.

Now here’s the real question: How about you? How about the priorities of your family? This year are
you getting sucked into a reactive lifestyle being pulled from one place to the next? Or from a place
of calmness and intentionality, are you making sure you’re not missing the things that matter the
most?

Let’s take this one step further for clarity’s sake. Christmastime is a time to remember that God didn’t
forget. Commit to making this the focus and priority as we head into Christmas.

PRAYER:
Dear God, give me focus
and urgency like the
shepherds had. What a joy
it must have been to have
left their flocks to see the
birth of Jesus. But the
temptation to prioritize
their work was certainly
there for them. Help me
identify the things that
matter most and the
courage to make them a
priority this year. In Jesus’
name, amen.

LUKE 2:17-18
When they had seen him, they spread the word concerning what had been told them about this
child, and all who heard it were amazed at what the shepherds said to them.  22

What was the last movie you saw? Whatever it was, I’m sure that at the end it did NOT say,
“Thanks for watching! Please tell all your friends to watch it as well!” And yet, if you really
enjoyed the movie, you did exactly that right? Without being asked, you told people about it.

This is exactly what happens with the shepherds. They witness this incredible miracle of God
becoming human and see Jesus with His parents. And what’s their immediate response? “We
need to tell everyone about this!” No formula, no one twisting their arm, nothing like that. They
deeply felt the importance of what they had seen and were compelled to share it.

Do we deeply feel the importance of all that Christmas is and all that it points to? Do we really
believe that Jesus’ birth was the beginning of God’s kingdom coming and that kingdom is still
spreading today? And we’re not talking about a kind of belief that we give mental assent to.
We’re talking about a belief that compels us to “spread the word.” 

If this news is actually good news that has the power to heal our hurting world, then telling
others about it isn’t a nice add-on. Spreading the word reveals whether or not we actually
believe in this message. So as you think about the people in your life, who needs to hear the
message of God’s love most? What would it take for you to trust the Lord for both courage and
opportunity to share with them the reality that God sent Jesus to bring us all back to Him?

PRAYER:
Dear God, in this moment,
bring to mind the people in
my life that need to hear
about the love You have for
them. Please give me courage
to share this good news. Not
a forced courage, but a
courage that overflows from
being so deeply moved within
myself that I am compelled to
share. And ultimately, I ask
You to move people’s hearts
and bring them close to You. I
pray this in Jesus’ name,
amen.



LUKE 2:20
The shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God 
for all the things they had heard and seen, which were just as they had been told. 23

Christmas is a time for many things. It’s a time to give and receive gifts, cultivating gratitude for the
many blessings we have. It’s a time to break bread with family and friends, remembering that the
most important things in this world are, in fact, not things, but people. It’s a time to rest, reflecting
on the fact despite what we may want to believe, the world keeps spinning even without us.

But notice the shepherd’s response to everything they witnessed on that first Christmas. They were
driven to glorify and praise God for everything He had done. In other words, they were driven to
worship. More than anything else, Christmas is a time to worship.

When we think about God choosing to send His Son despite us constantly running away, we are
driven to worship. When we think about the incredible miracle of the Son of God who spoke the
world into creation and sustains it moment by moment also taking on humanity being born as Jesus
of Nazareth, we are driven to worship. When we remember that this beautiful (albeit not
glamorous) birth of Jesus would ultimately lead Him to death on a cross and victory over the grave,
we are driven to worship. And finally, when we remember that since Jesus came before, He will
come again, we are driven to worship.

So this Christmas, deeply enjoy the many things that come with this beautiful time of the year. But
don’t miss the primary way we are supposed to respond. What would it look like for you to engage
in deep, holistic worship of God for who He is, what He did, and what He’s going to do? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, I worship You in
preparation for Christmas.
Fill my heart with awe and
wonder because You
continue to chase after me
and all of humanity despite
our best attempts to run
away. I praise Your name
for Your love. Thank you for
sending Jesus, without
whom we would have no
hope. In the midst of my
many responses this year,
let my main response be
worship. Amen.

NOTES



JOHN 3:16
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not
perish but have eternal life. 25

I’m sure Christmas morning stirs up so many memories and feelings for all of us, some wonderful and
joyous, others difficult and painful. With all of the expectations that get placed on the day, it’s easy
to wake up and jump right into the activities of the day. However, I want to challenge you to stop
what you’re doing at least three different times this Christmas Day to remember the predominant,
overarching emotion that should drive our Christmas celebrations: Love. 

Love? Well, isn’t that trite and cliché. In seriousness, I want you to cut through all the Hallmark
definitions and pictures of love and remember the image of love displayed on a cross. I know we’re
celebrating Jesus’ birth today, not his death and resurrection, but I want you to remember that there
was not a single minute of Jesus’ life where he was not moving in the direction of the cross. His
singular mission was to fulfill the love of God and display it for the world by reconciling us through
the cross to God who loves us. He so desires you to know him and be with him that he came for you.
And not only you, he also came for your family, even your weird uncle and annoying cousins. He
came for your friends, even the ones who seem so far from him. He came for your enemies, even the
ones who stand for everything you oppose. This Christmas, I challenge you to remember that his love
for you invites you to believe fully in him, not just him as a safe, tame baby but him as the crucified
Christ, the risen Lord, our eternal Savior. May your Christmas be marked by his love, both knowing
his love for you and living out his love towards others.  

Stop. Remember. He so loves you that he has given you everything you need in Jesus, his one and
only Son. Merry Christmas and all praise to Jesus on this day and every day!  

PRAYER:
Dear God, I pray that your
heart of overwhelming, life-
changing love would be felt
and expressed radically in
my life. May my
understanding of who you
are not be limited to your
coming as a baby; help me
to be fully transformed by
the expression of your love
and power throughout your
life on earth, in the cross,
and in your risen and
glorified Lordship. Jesus, I
thank you and love you!
Amen. 

LUKE 2:21
On the eighth day, when it was time to circumcise the 
child, he was named Jesus, the name the angel had given him before he was conceived. 24

Naming your child is a meaningful experience. Parents sift through names they love and carefully
consider the meaning of the name, who they want their child to be as they grow, any family
significance, and of course, avoiding any terrible nicknames. I wonder if Mary ever thought of other
names she would have preferred for Jesus. After all, Jesus was a relatively common name in that day.
The name the angel had given her for her son wasn’t some new, special name that captured Jesus being
a one-of-a-kind baby boy. Couldn’t God have come up with something a little more unique to alert
people to Jesus’ identity and mission? 

However, when you consider the meaning of Jesus, there is clearly no better choice. Jesus literally
means “Savior” or “God is salvation.” His name is his identity and mission. When we look at it that way,
the real question is why were so many parents naming their sons “Savior” in that day? Seems a little
presumptuous to me. What’s really going on here is that parents across Israel were naming their sons
“savior” with the hope that they might be part of saving Israel from Roman rule and government
occupation. The Israelites desperately wanted freedom to be their own nation, and they would not give
up believing that one day one of their sons would provide that salvation. That presents us with an
amazing image to reflect on. The “Savior” arrives on the scene, not named out of a human hope but out
of a divine declaration that salvation had fully and finally come in the person of Jesus. That image
should be familiar to us as we are presented with the same challenge today. All around you there are
imposter saviors lying to you about the salvation and fulfillment they can offer you. How are you
spending your time and energy pursuing other saviors this Christmas? Where do you need to turn to
Jesus to find that he’s already given you the salvation you desire? 

PRAYER:
Dear God, we thank you
and praise you that you
have given us all we need
in Jesus. I pray that you
convict me of any area of
my life where I am still
turning to an imposter
savior, an alternative
fulfillment. Remind me
again, Lord, that there is
only one salvation that I
need and desire, the
salvation that comes
through Jesus Christ my
Lord and Savior! Amen.




